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Your one-stop shop for all your audio-visual,
lighting, staging and rigging equipment needs.
PRO LAB is one of the UAE’s leading retailers
and distributors of professional audio and lighting
equipment. We specialize in PA and conference
systems, pro-audio and lighting, studio and DJ gear,
as well as stage and rigging and a wide range of
accessories.
At PRO LAB, we pride ourselves in our world-class
customer service experience. Our team is always ready
and happy to help you choose the solutions that best
meet your individual needs.

play unit or a programmable light show, you can rest
assured that we have the solution for an unforgettable
Our expansive inventory and expert knowledge ensure

event.

that we can provide a solution to any pro-audio
requirement, from compact portable PA systems suited

PRO LAB has one of the largest warehouses in the

to offices, all the way up to full-scale sound rigs for

UAE and in the greater Middle East, thus ensuring the

large venues and festivals. We stock brands and ranges

availability of a wide range of products at any given

to suit all price points, and are authorized dealers for

time.

industry leading brands such as Martin Audio, Midas,
Powersoft, TW Audio, Audix, Turbosound, and
much more.

We provide free technical support for both pre-sale
and post-sale transactions. We have a large service
center based in the UAE with skilled technicians,

A project is not complete without the right lighting,

ensuring that all your repair requirements can be

and we have a wide selection of both effect and stage

handled within 48 hours or less.

lighting. We provide visual and lighting solutions for
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retail and hospitality sectors, theatres, production

No matter what your level of experience or scale of

houses and architectural installations, from acclaimed

project, our expert team is on hand to help you make

manufacturers such as Vision, Dataton and

informed decisions on purchase that perfectly meets

Chamsys. Whether you are looking for a plug-and-

your requirements and budget.

To become the leading supplier of Pro Audio
and Lighting equipment in the Middle East
through:
•

An exceptional customer experience.

•

An unrivalled portfolio of brands.

•

Solid partnerships within the industry.

To help our clients turn their vision into reality
through exceptional AV products and value
added services.
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Lighting &
Control

Audio

Martin Audio

Midas

TW Audio

Turbosound

Newton by
Outline

Chamsys
Vision

Klark Teknik
Powersoft

Audix
Eighteen Sound
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Visual
Productions

For more information, visit:

Media
Servers

Trussing,
Staging &
Rigging

Special
Effects

Accessories

Dataton

Movecat

SFat

Roxtone

Alustage

DJ Power
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Audio
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For more information, visit:

Martin Audio has been pioneering high-efficiency touring sound systems since 1971, founded by
engineering maestro David Martin. His vision was to enable bands to play to larger audiences and
be properly heard for the first time. The reputation of Martin Audio speakers quickly grew and soon
they were producing world class touring systems for the super groups of the day, including Pink
Floyd, The Who and Supertramp.
Martin Audio’s portable ranges, of which PRO LAB is a proud distributor, deliver class leading
performance, coverage and years of hardworking reliability. The products that we distribute include:
•

Sound Adventures

•

XD Series

•

CDD

•

MLA Systems

•

TH Series

•

DD Series

•

Wavefront Precision

•

SX Series

•

Adorn

•

Blackline X

•

CDD Live

•

Ceiling Series
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At the beginning of 2004 Tobias Wüstner decided to develop professional loudspeaker systems
under his personal direction, and to apply the experience gained throughout a decade in the rental
and tour business. TW AUDIO was born from his incessant need for perfection regarding the quality
of loudspeaker systems, the industry’s reception of his state of the art products and the growing
number of clients seeking what TW AUDIO alone can offer.
TW AUDIO now operates globally with clients in Europe and throughout Asia. TW AUDIO has also
made inroads in the Middle East through companies such as PRO LAB which has been instrumental
in showcasing these state of the art products in truly memorable and iconic venues.
Our range is made up of a series of excellent high quality products, as well as complete public
address systems and accessories. The TW AUDIO philosophy and soul is present in all of our
products.
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For more information, visit:

POWERSOFT is the world leader in light weight, high power, single rack space, energy efficient
amplifiers for the professional audio market. Its state of the art amplifiers can be found in an array
of markets, ranging from stadiums, sporting arenas, theme parks, performance venues and airports
to convention centers, houses of worship and clubs, and are used by the world’s leading tour so
and companies.
The pioneer of ‘GreenAudioPower’, POWERSOFT is proudly contributing to a sustained environment
by green manufacturing, e.g. utilizing solar energy, and dramatically reducing the power
consumption of sound systems with its unique, advanced and extremely efficient amplifier
technologies. POWERSOFT products are approved and specified by LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) accredited design consultants.
Venues equipped with POWERSOFT amplifiers profit directly from significant energy cost savings,
while portable sound systems benefit from greater output power from smaller, lighter racks
without the need for upgrading the main power distribution.
Advanced DSP technology and software makes POWERSOFT a leader in system integration,
manageability and audio performance.
Continuously striving for perfection in design and craftsmanship, POWERSOFT delivers reliable
products with outstanding reliability.
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Since its formation in 1970, MIDAS has had a long history of innovation and leadership in
the world of live audio mixing consoles. MIDAS set the standard with the modular PR04,
the forerunner to the XL3 which was the first MIDAS to feature VCA groups and the
world’s first truly dual purpose desk.
The XL3 changed the way a generation of engineers approached the art of mixing, opening
new creative possibilities and set the scene for the greatest analogue mixer ever built, the
benchmark XL4. The Heritage 3000 which followed, dominated the concert touring market
for nearly a decade.
When Digital went MIDAS, the Company set new standards for audio quality, ease of
use, power, flexibility and creative potential, which have yet to be matched. No other
live digital audio console can compete with the sample synchronous audio performance,
expandable network topology, and sheer ease of use which are the trademarks of all
MIDAS digital systems from the XL8 to PRO2C.
MIDAS digital and analogue consoles remain the choice for prestigious installations, major
touring artistes, theatres and concert venues the world over, including many unique, high
profile international events where compromise is not an option.
“A mixing console is a musical instrument, that allows the sound engineer to become
an extension of the musicians on Jim Cousins MIDAS Technical & Design Manager, March
1982.
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For more information, visit:

TURBOSOUND is a leading designer and manufacturer of professional loudspeaker systems
proven by the vast number of endorsements of major international artists and prestigious
permanent installations around the world.
Evolving from a PA rental company in the late 70s, and realizing that the route to providing
great quality sound at large scale live music events was to design loudspeakers rather than buy
someone else’s, a fledgling manufacturing operation emerged with a small portfolio of ground
breaking products the first modular full range PA cabinets with real midrange, the TMS 3 and
many many more.
TURBOSOUND’s unique, award winning designs have been developed around unorthodox
principles, resulting in a special harmony between high technology in its purest form and a
natural approach to the art of acoustic and electronic engineering. Many principle patents
have been awarded to TURBOSOUND over the years. TURBOSOUND can claim
the distinction of having won three Queen’s Awards: for Export Achievement
in 1987 and 1997, and for Innovation in 2012, recognizing the success of two
groundbreaking design concepts the Polyhorn and Dendritic waveguides which
now form the heart of TURBOSOUND’s core product ranges.
The TURBOSOUND range of loudspeaker products, control electronics and
amplified systems have in common on single purpose to provide you with the
best solution for your application.
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Audix is one of the world’s leading microphone manufacturers since 1984, known for innovative
design, quality, durability and value.
Audix is determined to push the limits of technology, from concept to completion by providing
products designed, assembled and tested at their global headquarters and manufacturing facility in
Wilsonville, Oregon.
PRO LAB distributes Audix’s comprehensive range of microphones specifically designed for
drummers and percussionists. All microphones provide drummers with awesome sound
reproduction and impressive instrument isolation at affordable prices. Microphone types include:
•

•

•
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Condenser vocal
microphones

•

Dynamic instruments
microphones

•

Condenser instruments
microphones

•

Studio condenser
microphones
Professional drum
microphones
Miniaturized condenser
microphones

•

Wireless series

•

Installed sound
microphones

•

Dynamic vocal
microphones

For more information, visit:

Combining power and flexibility with an easy to use control interface, Newton forms the nucleus
of next generation audio systems, exclusively distributed by PRO LAB. Multiple Newton devices are
easily interconnected to form a network that is scalable to meet all audio applications.
Powerful processing features and multiple audio network standards combine to make Newton
the ideal control core for any audio system, from touring to live broadcast events and fixed
installations.
Newton audio system is available in three versions:
•

Newton 16 all-digital
device

•

Newton 16+4 device

•

Newton 16+8 for useful
capability of local analog
input and output
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In 1971, brothers Phil and Terry Clarke founded Klark Teknik Research Ltd. Their pioneering
approach to design and development allowed them to introduce some truly groundbreaking
designs. One of the world’s first digital delay and digital reverb units emanated from their
laboratory, and their descendants remain in common usage all over the world to this day.
However, it was their concepts for graphic EQ devices that really changed the world of professional
audio resulting in the uniquely capable DN370 and the world famous DN360.
Today Klark Teknik continues to bring innovation in design, engineering and sonic quality in both
the analogue and digital realm of audio signal processing. An example of this innovation is the
DN9652 Dual Network Bridge, where Klark Teknik has designed a s imp le and reliable way of
interfacing between two dissimilar digital audio networks with different sample rates and clock
domains.
Klark Teknik provides leading edge equipment with an extraordinary working lifespan and
unrivalled retained value.
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For more information, visit:

Eighteen Sound is a leading designer and manufacturer of high quality professional audio
loudspeakers, with the most advanced development and manufacturing technologies in the world,
and is located in Reggio Emilia, Italy.
The Eighteen Sound R&D and Engineering Teams’ unparalleled experience in professional
transducer design is manifest in the exceptional products created at the home offices and
manufacturing center Relocated in 2013 this facility is comprised of two cone transducer and one
HF compression driver production lines, with proprietarily designed robotic and state of the art
computer networked segments, interlaced with hands on, constant inspection and detailing The
final end of the line Quality Control is an exercise in ‘white glove’ inspection, in tandem with piece
by piece automated testing and documentation, allowing for each unit to have an end of line,
retrievable set of data With individual bar code signatures on each driver, our database can provide
you with ‘birth certificate’ datasets for your unit.
We are constantly developing innovative and reliable components for many major pro
Audio speaker brands, and we distribute our products worldwide through our extensive 18 Sound
Distribution Network.
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Lighting And
Control
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For more information, visit:

Initially a group of lighting designers and longtime lighting product developers got together to
develop a new console that would overcome the limits of traditional consoles.
ChamSys was formed in April 2003 by bringing together a team of lighting designers, software
engineers and hardware developers.
ChamSys’ mission is to utilize the latest technology to bring developments to the lighting console
market with the ultimate aim of high performance at low cost with high reliability. The name
ChamSys is short for Chameleon Systems and is pronounced “cam” “sis”. ChamSys is in the unique
position of utilizing software developers that are themselves lighting designers. This ingrained
knowledge has enabled us to develop a console to meet the needs of the end users rather than
the software programmers.
Our board of directors has over twenty years of combined experience in the lighting industry, with
varying backgrounds from part owners of lighting hire companies to design consultants on well
known products and lighting designers.
Our hardware engineers have had wide experience in all sections of the lighting industry, including
laser consoles, moving light systems, industrial and scientific real time control.
Our software engineers have worked on many different systems, including lighting products,
telecommunications products, and computer systems. We have a high level of experience in
developing real time systems where reliability and performance are key requirements.
ChamSys staff have played a
major role in the development of
many successful lighting products
including world leading lighting
consoles, unique laser controllers,
and varied DMX gadgets.
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VISION manufactures state of the art, high quality moving heads, LEDs and Pars, DJ Effects, Lasers
and LED Screens for the entertainment, leisure and architectural industries.
We work closely with our clients to make sure that the products that we produce always meet
their toughest requirements. Our philosophy stems from our passion to build affordable quality
products that compete on the world stage with the biggest names out there.
Vision is experiencing growth in all sectors and our products can be found on stages, clubs, studios
and illuminating buildings and other structures throughout the world.
Product lines include:
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•

Moving Heads

•

Digital LED Screens

•

Theatrical Lights

•

Blinders

•

Architectural Lights

•

LED Moving Heads, Color
Changers, Matrix and
Screens

For more information, visit:

When it comes to high-tech control solutions for LED, architectural and lighting equipment, Visual
Productions are leaders in their field, and PRO LAB is proud to be one their exclusive distributors.
Established in 1999, their lighting control systems are designed for permanent installations and
systems integration.
Range of Visual Productions’ control systems that we distribute:

•

CueCore 2

•

B-Station

•

Rackmount

•

QuadCore

•

LPU 2

•

RDM Splitter

•

IOCore2

•

Kiosc

•

TimeCore
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Media Servers
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For more information, visit:

Dataton was founded in 1973 and our philosophy has remained constant over the years: we
aim to enrich the visitor experience by providing outstanding audiovisual products. Research and
development facilities are located in Linköping, Sweden, and Dataton has worldwide representation
through an established partner network. You’ll find Dataton products in commercial and cultural
installations in every part of the world.
Product Lines Include:

•

WATCHOUT® multi display •
software

WATCHPAX 4 quad media
player

•

WATCHPAX® media
player

WATCHMAX™ media
server

•

•

WATCHNET™ web based
manager software
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Special Effects
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For more information, visit:

Founded in 1993, our company is specialised in the manufacture of machines and fluids dedicated
to the creation of stage special effects. Those effects are made to meet the requirements of
professionals in different fields of activity such as Leisure, Event, Show , Cinema, Television, Theatre
and Advertising.
Based on many years of experience, SFAT always focused on both “Product and Service” Quality,
respecting by the way its original credo:
•

Build “ Reliable with fair prices“

•

Produce and manufacture strictly to Norms

•

Re enforce regularly the reliability for the end users

•

Being careful to the Sales and After

•
•

Sales Services Quality

SFAT is among the rare companies that can be proud to be considered as reliable and stable on
and by the professionals market Their large range of special effects will allow you to propose many
solutions to wide demands.
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DJPOWER Electronic Technology Co Ltd was set up in 2002 It is the leading company in the line of
stage effects in China with an 8000 square meters factory making it the largest production facility
of stage effects products in Guangzhou China.
Founded and led by Mr Xu Shuiqing, DJPOWER boasts a young and robust R&D team, consisting of
dozens of engineers that have developed lots of stage effects products throughout the past several
years and have obtained more than 50 patents both at home and abroad Those patents include the
Vertical Fog Machine, Moving Head Fog Machine, Super Quiet Snow Machine, Flexible Fog Machine,
“immediate stop” patent technology, LED CO 2 generator etc...
For years, DJPOWER has been providing professional stage effect products for many world
renowned companies in Europe and the US. As a result, DJPOWER has become a powerful OEM/
ODM enterprise.
Today, DJPOWER is utilizing its expertise to build innovative, professional and more efficient
products that compete on the world stage.
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For more information, visit:

Trussing, Staging
And Rigging
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Movecat kinetic solutions such as chain hoists, trolleys, band hoists, winches, turntables, drives,
controllers, cable systems and special solutions are synonymous with the highest standards of
safety and functionality as well as the legendary quality of goods “Made in Germany”.
These innovative German products are developed and manufactured invariably in strict compliance
with the safety regulations, standards and guidelines applicable to them, such as BGV D8, D8 Plus,
igvw SQ P2, BGV C1 and DIN EN 61508 SIL 1 to SIL 3.
They are capable of moving safe working loads ranging from 125 kg to 5,000 kg at speeds ranging
from 0 to 180 metres per minute.
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For more information, visit:

A leading manufacturer of professional stage systems, Alustage provides encompassing, high
quality solutions ranging from musical stands to exhibitions constructions.
Quality is one of their key values.
Alustage uses top quality materials and state of the art technologies strictly observing all standards
and regulations. The products carry the European quality certificates, such as ISO and DIN.
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Accessories
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For more information, visit:

With more than 10 years of professional development, ROXTONE focuses on manufacturing and
selling audio video cables, connectors, stands and related musical accessories. ROXTONE integrates
design, R&D, manufacture and international sales into company, based on a whole set of first
class facilities and assembly lines. With the independent innovation and introduction of advanced
technology, RO XTONE commit to be an excellent supplier of high performance and high technology
products.
In 2013, we introduced a leading ERP management system and it was online successfully. It set
a solid foundation for our sophisticated management with the advanced management concept
and standardized operation flow. With the environmental friendly development, ROXTONE’s
responsibility is to provide the products compliant to ROHS and Reach. Our company pays attention
to the development and protection of intellectual property rights, successively registered the
trademark in several countries, and owned multiple technology and design patents.
You will be highly welcome to visit our factory if you are interested in us. With the further
communication, you will be deeply impressed with our advanced organizational management and
excellent cost performance ratio of products.
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Phone:

+971 4 266 2477

Fax:

+971 4 266 4535

P.O.Box:

184680

Email:

info@prolabllc.com

Address:

Shop #2, Sapphire Tower,
Ittihad Rd. Port Saeed, Deira,
Dubai, UAE

Phone:

+971 4 881 4344

Fax:

+971 4 881 4335

Email:

info@prolabllc.com

Address:

Plot No: 597
597-674 Warehouse No 4 & 5,
Dubai Investment Park, Phase 2,
Dubai, UAE

/prolabLLC
/prolab-LLC
@Prolab LLC
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www.prolabllc.com

